Results for the stepwise regression fit
A model is constructed to minimizing ice volumes results misfits between the sub-grid model and ISSM. To determine which topographic characteristics significantly reduces the misfits, a stepwise multilinear regression method is used. Simulation are run to steady state (2 kyr) using a constant precipitation rate of 1 mm/yr and a sea level temperature forcing of 0
• C. These simulations are 5 performed over 3 sets of 7 topographic regions. Using the flow direction, the number of local maxima (tested with radius sizes of 2, 6 and 10 grid cells) and the sum of the squared slopes in the regression model did not reduce the misfits. The other characteristic tested are the terrain ruggedness, the variance in the slopes, slopevarN orm, and the standard deviation of the surface elevation topography S std . Table S1 summarizes the results of the stepwise regression fit when these parameters are used in different combinations (cases 1 to 8). 'In' indicates that this variable does minimize the differences between the ice volume generated by ISSM and the model generated with the stepwise regression fit. 'Out' indicates no minimization and the variable is not kept in the regression model. The stepwise regression fit is tested on experiments using the first and third topographic data set ("ids1"), the first 15 and the second ("ids2") and the second and the third ("ids3"). A fourth experiment ("all ds") uses all the data. In that last case, no data are left to test the model obtained. 'rmse*e+10 (3ds)' represents the root mean square error, in 10 3 m 3 of ice, between the ice volume generated by ISSM and the model generated by the stepwise regression fit results, using the three data sets. The regression model, V regmod , that generates the lowest misfits accounts only for the standard deviation of the topography 20 (case 7) and is define as: Figure S1 . Sensitivity to the number of hypsometric levels for an experiment using a sea level temperature set to 0
10
• C and the desertification factor to 0.5. a. Represents the surface elevation and b. the velocities' profiles after 2 kyr. 7 Simulation for a case where more ice is generated when the SG model is activated (Fig.S6) a. b. Figure S9 . Total ice volume evolution for a simulation using one of the parameter vector that generates the better fit to calibration constraints. Different curves represent simulation where different methods are used to redistribute ice a the CG level when the SG model is activated.
